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MEMORANDUM FOR: Stewart D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator2

'

Region II
:

) FROK: J.ames Y. Vorse, Field Office Director

{ Office of Investigations, Region II
,

' o ,

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION,

'

NO. RII-91-10

| Subject request for investigation, dated November 21, 1991, was
i based upon an allegation from D. EUTCT, Security Manager of
| Georgia Power Company's (GPC) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

'

| (VEGP), that former GPC employee Allen MOSBAUGE was currently in*

! possession of VEGP safeguards material (Enclosed). This' material
j was identified as audio tape recording #44 (as identified by
; NRC). Subsequently, GPC identified another tape in the
! possession of MOSBAUGE, #153, as also containing safeguards -

! information. '

!

.

The facts already developed in this matter are as follows:

1. On September 11, 1990, while being deposed during a,

: Department of Labor- (DOL) hearing, MOSBAUGH revealed to GPC

|
that he was in possession of numerous audio tape recordings
which he surreptitiously recorded while employed at VEGP.2

'
;

; 2. On September 13, 1990, MOSBAUGE's DOL attorney notified NRC
i of the existance of the tapes and that these tapes contained
; conversations pertinent to allegations previously presented

to NRC by MOSBAUGE. Concurrently, GPC advised NRC Region II
(RII) and the NRC Resident Inspector at VEGP of the
existance of these tapes. The DOL Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) ordered these tapes to be produced to QPC as part of
the dfscovery process in the DOL matter.

3. Also on' September 13, 1990, NRC intervened in the DOL
matter, and the DOL ALJ ordered the tapes to be produced to
NRC. On the same day, the Office of Investigations (OI) NRC
received 277 tapes as evidence from MOSBAUGE. Two full sets
of duplicates of these tapes were produced by OI by
October 10, 1990. One set was delivered to NRC RII staff,
and the other to NRR. The NRC was put on notice, in
September 1990, by C. K. McCOY, Vice President, Vogtle
Project, GPC, that these tapes may contain safeguards
material. MOSBAUGE told OI that he did not think any of
these tapes contained safeguards material.
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l

4. On September 15, 1990, GPC placed MOSBAUGH on administrative
!

leave for conducting this taping. On October 11, 1990, '

MOSBAUGE's employment with GPC was terminated by GPC.

5. Of the 277 tapes he provided to NRC, MOSBAUGH identified 76 ;

that potentially contained the most significant conversa-
.

tions that pertained to the ongoing OI investigations of
'

MOSBAUGE's allegations. Initially, transcripts of 13 of
these 76 were produced and reviewed by both OI, for evidence l'

of wrongdoing, and NRC staff, for safeguards material and
health and safety issues.

6. In January 1991, a prioritized schedule for staff review of
all 277 tapes for safeguards and health and safety issues

,

was prepared. Transcripts of the remainder of the 76 higher i

priority tapes as identified by MOSBAUGH were prepared, and
OI continued its review for wrongdoing and identification of-

speakers on these 76 tape transcripts. OI's data base of J

these 76 tapes was completed by August 1991. -The NRC staff
review of the remainder of the 76 tapes was completed in !
July 1992. The remaining 201 of the original 277 tapes.were -

not reviewed by OI for wrongdoing, or by the staff for
safeguards.

,

7. The original tape recordings of the 76 high priority tapes
have been retained as evidence by OI. However, on !

February 14, 1991, at the direction of NRC Office of General
Counsel and staff, the unreviewed 201 original tapes were
attempted to be returned to MOSBAUGE. MOSBAUGH refused to -

accept these tapes without an NRC assurance that they did
not contain safeguards material. Since this assurance could

Inot be made, NRC retained possession of the 201 tapes.

8. On February 21, 1991, with no NRC safeguards review, these
201 tapes were returned to MOSBAUGE. At his DOL hearing in
March 1992, MOSBAUGE testified that NRC had assured him that
the tapes did not contain safeguards. OI NRC did not give
any such assurance to MOSBAUGE.

9. MOSBAUGE, through correspondence to NRC from his DOL
attorney, has again denied that the tapes alleged by EUTCT,
supra, or any other tapes MOSBAUGE recorded while employed
by GPC, contain safeguards material.

10. On November 14, 1991, GPC notified the NRC that tape #44,
which was released to them by the attorneys representing
GPC, contained safeguards information. They subsequently
informed the NRC that Tape #153 may also contain safeguards
material. On November 21, 1991, the NRC Regional
Administrator, RII, requested that OI initiate an

i
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investigation to determine if MOSBAUGH knew that he was
recording safeguards information and was in unauthorized
possession of safeguards material.

11.- Tapes #44 and #153 were reviewed by NRC Safeguards personnel
from NRC RII and NRR who concluded that the tapes contained
safeguards material. This review was forwarded to OGC for
legal analysis. OGC concluded that although not all o,f the
material identified by RII and NRR as safeguards materials' ,

was, in fact, safeguards material, both tapes did contain
some safeguards information. The OGC analysis listed a
number of potential NRC violations. However, OGC indicated
that whether or not a violation occurred would depend on the
information developed during an OI investigation. !

s '

For the following reasons, OI has determined that little, if
*

anything, could be gained by pursuing this matters
,

1. Although at least 2 of the 277 tapes contained safeguards
information, no violation occurrea while MOSBAUGH was a GPC
employee. MOSBAUGE was still a GPC emplofee when he '

released the tapes to the NRC had because of his position
with GPC was authorized to possess safeguards information.

2. The NRC was placed on notice that the tapes might contain
safeguards information as early as September 1990, when the
tapes were given to the NRC. The 201 tapes that were
returned to MOSBAUGE were in possession of the NRC from
September 13, 1990, until February 21, 1991, and although -

management of both NRR and RII acknowledge that all the
tapes should have been reviewed in an effort to ensure they
did not contain safeguards information, this was never
accomplished. Had this been accomplishad, the issue of
whether or not MOSBAUGE was in unauthorized possession of
safeguards information would never have occurred.

3. MOSBAUGE originally declined to accept returp of the tapes
without some assurance that they did not contain safeguards

, inforhtion. Although he was not given this assurance, it
could be argued that it was NRC's return of the unreviewed
tapes to MOSBAUGE that caused him to be in unauthorized
possession of safeguards information.

Therefore, it is already established that MOSBAUGE was in posses-
sion of safeguards material when he was not an employee of GPC.
He has denied knowledge of being in possession of such material.
This denial would constitute evidence against an NRC conclusion
of willfulness on his part. He further contends that the tapes
ontain no safeguards information.

. . . _ . . ._
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Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, NRC's failure to
conduct a safeguards review of at least the 201 tapes that were
to be returned to MOSBAUGH, even after warnings by both GPC
(McCOY) and MOSBAUGE himself, would certainly be a strong point
of defense for MOSBAUGE. This point is further emphasized by the
NRC's awareness, prior to returning these 201 tapes to MOSBAUGE,
that he was requir,ed to deliver thest to GPC as part of the DOL
discovery process.

,

'

There are no'other witnesses at VEGP or SONOPCO who could
logically be' expected to testify that MOSBAUGH deliberately took
safeguards material offsite. No one else knew that he was doing
the taping. It does not appear that more investigative work
would result in any additional facts.

.

.
Based on this information, OI does not intend to initiate an

"

investigation into this matter.-

4

Supporting documents referred to in this memorandum are being
retained in the RII safeguards storage area under file number
RII-91-10.

s

Enclosure:
As stated

Distributions
s/f (RPT 2.f)
c/f

: LLRobinsonspat:08/17/92ndisk - verse: doc name: Ebneter *

M/R: Supportirs dar'=nts were put in an accordian folder and then sealed
in a pMdM envelope, marked " Office of Investigations Material - RII-91-10 -
08/17/92 mano - NCrf 'IO BE OPEtED WITHOUT OI APPRNAL",
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ay ; WE
INFORMATION ACT (FOlA) REQUEST ,M i 1 10.0.6

,

'
s

. % ... . . / DOCKEI NUYBERIS) t# 40pWdo e '

.-

~ .-AGENCY RECORDS RELEASED OR NOT LOCATED /See checked boxes)Tl|

| No agency records subject to the request have been located

No additional agency records subject to the request have been located.

Requested records are available through another public distribution program. See Comments section,
are already available for public inspection and copying at in

| Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Append.x(es)_
J

|
NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC. ,

M are being made available for public inspection and copying
Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendex(es)

_| st the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC, m a folder under this FOlA number.
'

The nonproprietary version of the proposal (s) that you agreed to accept in a telephone conversatson with a member of my staf f is now being made avausble
|

for public inspection and copying at the NRC Pubhc Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC, in a folder under this FOI A number|
may be inspected and copied at the N RC Local Pubhc Document;

Agency records subject to the request that are identified in Appendin(es)
Room identified in the Comments section.
Enclosed is inf ormation on how you may obtain access to and the charges for copying records located at the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street,

.
N.W., Washington, DC.,

Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.
,

Records subject to the request have been referred to another Federal agencylies) for review and direct response to you.

Fees

You will be billed by the NRC for fees totahng $
,

You will receive a refund from the NRC in the amount of $
, No.

in view of NRC's response to this request, no further action is being taken on appeal letter dated

PART 11. A-lNFORMATION WITHHELD FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Certain information in the requested records is being withheld from public disclosure pursuant to the exemptions described in and for the reasons stated
in Part II, B, C, and D Any released portions of the documents for which only part of the record is being withheld are being made available for public
ir.spection and copying in the NRC Public Document Room,2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC in a folder under this FOI A number,
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(CONTINUATION) !

| PART 11.8- APPUCABLE EXEMPTIONS
|

Records subject to the request that are described in the enclosed Appendim(es)_
are beeng withheld in their entirety or in part under the

Exemption No.(s) and for the reason (s) given below pursuant to S U.S.C. 552(b) and 10 CF R 9.171a) of NRC regulations.

on Il
The withheid information is property class 4fied pursuant to Emacutive Order,(Exem

1
|

nd procedures of NRC IE nempt:on 2)
2. The withheld information relates soiely to tne internal personnel rules u _

The withhe6d mformation is specifically esempted from public disclosure by stature rnd,cated. IEnemption 3)
-

_3
.

. . . . . .
.

..

.

141 145 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Restracted Data or Formerly Restricted Data (42 U.S C. 21612 f 65L
Sections

Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Unclass,f,ed Safeguards information (42 U.S.C. 2 f 6/l.
.

. . . - . _ .

The withheld mformation is a trade secret or commercial or fmanceal information that is being withheid for the reasontal mdicated. IEnamption 46. ..

4

The mformation is considered to be confidential business loroprietarys mformation

i .. The withheld mformation connata of mteragency or intraagency records that are not avedable through discove<v du ing htigabon
The mformation is considered to be proprietary mformation pursuant to 10 CFR 2 790tdHis

The mformation was submitted and received m confidence pursuant to 10 CFR 2 790idH2) |

(Exemption 5), Appbcable Privdeger

|i Attorney-chent privilege. (Confidential communications between an attorney and his/her client]

V
Where records are withheld m their entirety, the facts are <nestrecably entertwmed with the predecisionalinf ormation There also are no reasonab y segregDeliberative Process: Disclosure of predecisional information would tend to inhibit the open and frank enchange of ideas essential to the delibera0ve process

5
l aDie f aM

portions because the release of the facts would permit an rndirect enouiry into the predecisional process of the agency/\ in contemplat.on of ist.gation i
Attorney work product privdege (Documents prepa'ed by an attorney

. ..

.. y unwarranted invasion of personal pnvecy (Exemption 66
6. The withheld mformation is enempted from public disclosure because its disclosure would resun rn a c> earl

i

(Exemption 7)|

|7 The withheld mformation consists of records compded f or law enforcement purposes and is being withheid for the reason (s) er6cated
Disclosure could tassonably be expected to interfere with an enforcement proceedmg because it could reveaf the scope, direction, and focus of.

'

enforcement efforts, and thus imuld possibly allow recipients to take action to shield potents wrongdomg or a violation of NRC requirements

_
from investigators. (Eusxnotion 7 (All

*

Disclosure would constitute an unwarranted evasion of personal privacy. (Exemption 7(CU

.. The mformation consists of names of individuais and other information the disclosure of which could reasonably be snoected to reveal identities of
confidentist sources. (Exemption 7 (DH

' OT Ht.R

PART 11. C-DENYlNG OFFICIALS
| t from pro

Pursuant to 10 CF R 9.25(b) and/or 9 25(c) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss.on regulat<ons. It has been determmed that the information withheld is exemp
6Asction or disclosure, and that its production or disclosure is contrary to the pubhc mterest. The persons responsicie for the denial are those offic6als identified below as denyingt d to the Executive Director
officials and the Director, Division of Fresdom of information and Pubhcations Services Offece of Admmistration, for any denials that may be appes e
for Operations (EDO) RECORDS DENIED APPELLATE OFFICIAL

TITLE / OFFICE

| DENYING OFFfCIAL EDO SECRETARY iG

N
M

I e 6.
/ /~ f/

bmA d r
1

~15e$
-

/

PART II. D- APPEAL RIGHTS
| f

The denial by each denying official identified in Part it.C may be appeated to the Appellate Official identified there. Any such appeal must be made m writmg withm 30 days o recth i ctor General, U.S. Nuclear

of this response. Appeals must be addressed, as appropriate, to the Executive Director for Operations, to the Secretary of the Commission, or to t e nspeRegulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, and should clearly state on the envelope and in the letter that it is an " Appeal from an initial FOI A Decessort."
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS,_

NRC FORM 464 (Part 2) {1-01)
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Re: F01A-95-420
4

APPENDIX A

RECORDS BEING PLACED INTO THE PDR UNDER THE ABOVE REQUEST NUMBER

NUMBER QAIE DESCRIPTION PAGES

1. Undated Investigation Status Record 1

2. Undated Case chronology I
,
,

3. 09/14/92 Memo to S. Ebeneter from J. I

Vorse re: Notification of case
closing: Alleged provision of
Vogtle safeguards information
to Turkey Point security
oficer (RII-92-A-0072) |

|

|

1

.

f
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APPENDIX B

RECORDS PARTIAtLY WITHHELD

NUMBER DAII DIiCRIPTION & EXEMPTION

1, 08/17/92 Memo to S. Ebneter from J. 4 :
'

Vorse re: Request for
Investigation No. RII-91-10
EX. 5

|

|

.
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. NATION 58ANK PLAZA

600 PEACHTREE STREET. N E - SUITE $200
f ATLANT A GEORGIA 3C30s 2216

TELEPHONE 404 885-3000
FACSIMILE 404 886 3900

WRITER'S DIRECT DIAL:

fEEDOM 0F INFORMATION

NbCT REQUEST
October 6, l995 'g xg_9 g, go

_

R.e.e . L p> - i .;t- 9 C",

Mr. Carbon Kammerer, Directori

Division of Freedom of Information |
and Publication Services

Office of Administration
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

|RE: Freedom of Information Act Request i
1

Dear Mr. Kammerer:

Punuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. 6 552, and
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") regulations,10 C.F.R. Part 9, I hereby request copies
of all " records" as defined in 10 C.F.R. { 9.13 constituting or relating to ** for
Invaatientian No. RII-91-10 (see attached copy of memorandum from James Y. Vorse to Stewart
D. Ebneter, summarizing facts already developed in the investigation).

For your information, I understand that records subject to the foregoing request are or
may be in the p-uion of the following individuals:

* Mr. Stewart D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Region H.

Mr. Hugh L. Thompson, Deputy Executive Director, Nudear Materials Safety,e
Safeguards and Operations Support.

Mr. David McGuire, Region II.*

Mr. James L. Milhoan, Deputy Executive Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation,e
Regional Operations and Research.

,

Ms. Patricia G. Norry, Director, Office of Administration, Nuclear Materials'

e
Safety, Safeguards and Operations Support.

,
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TROUfMANSANDESLLP * ,= m,r.'t.r.:A .ni.. Ar.* ,

.

Canon Kammerer
October 6,1995
Page 2

;

Mr. James Y. Vorse, Field Office Director, Office of Investigations, Region II.e

I will pay the applicable production charges for the requested records in accordance with
10 C.F.R. Part 9, up to a maximum amount of $1,000, and those charges in excess of $1,000
of which I am notified, and which I approve, in advance.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions concerning this FOIA request.

I appreciate your cooperation in this matter.*

Sincerely,

_ _sg Ak~,9. a b A|n%
~..-

E. Fitzgerald VeiraEFV:jmb

Attachment

.

9
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***** August 17, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR: Stowert D. Etaneter, Regional Administrator
rRegion ZZ

James Y. Verse, Field Of fice DirectorFRCIts Office of Zavestigaticas, Region II
,

|

SUBJBCT: REQUEST FCE INTESTIGATION '

, MO. 212-91-10' ,

Sebject regenst for investigation, dated November 21, 1991, mas
security Manager ofbased upes sa allegation from D. EDTCT,

Georgia Power company * a (GDC) Yogtle Blootxis Generating F1ast
(vser), that former GPC employee Allem annemanumr ses carrantly is.
possession of VBer safeguards material fanalosed). This material

was identified as audio tape recc.. lag e44 (as identified by*

Subsequently, GPC identifind anothar tape in theNBC) .
possession of MosaADGE, #153, as also containing safeguards
informattom.

follows:The facts already developed in this matter are s.J

1. Om September 11, 1990, while being deposed during ahearing, unamamur revealed to G3CDepartment of Labor (DOL)*
that he was in possession of summerous audio tape recordinge
wenick he surreptitiously recorded while esplayed at TBEF.)
Qa september 13, 1990, MOSBADGE's DCL attorney motified NBC.

2. ~ f the esistenes of the tapes and that these tapes containedoconversations partiment to allegations previously presented
to MBC by IIOSthse. Comeurrently, GBC advised NBC Region II
(a21) and the NBC Resident Inspeeter at VSEE of theThe 90s, admimistrative Lear Judgeesistesse of these tapes.
(hh71 ordered these tapes to he g-:tr:f to Opc as part of
the discovery process in the DQt, matter.'

13, 1994, NBC intervened in the DOE,Also em September3. matter, and the DOE, Ah1 ordered the tapes to he g:^--- ')
to
ERCOn the same day, the offios of Zavestigations (01Mac. Ttse es11 setsreceived 277 tapes as evidemeihirema seOSmage.

of duplientes of these tapes tsare F t::t by 01 byOne set taas de113ered to unc RIZ staff,Osteher 10, 1990. The IIRC was put om motice, inand the other to EER.
September 1999, by C. E. IIeCOE, Vice Freeteemt. Testlethat these tapes may contain safegenadskProjest, GDC,30088805 told 01 that he did met thtak any ofmaterial.
these tapes com*minad ' safeguards material,

w

*A"'~ {} j 2e n'

r wf f M f)" "
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I Stewart D. Ebaeter

1990, GPC placed MOSSAUGE os administrativeOn september I5,v Om October 11, 1990,4. Isave for conducting this taping.
MOSSADGE's employment with GPC was terminated by GPC.

Of the 277 tapes he provided to NBC, MOSBADCE identified 76
that potentially contained the most significant conversa.5.
tiens that pertained to the ongoing 01 lavestigations ofInitially, transcripts of 13 ofMOSSAUGE's allegations.
these 75 were prodmoed and reviewed by both 01, for evidence
of wreagdelag, and NRC staff, for safogeards material and
health and safety issues. ,

-

Im Jassary 1991, a prioritised sehedule for staff review of
all 277 tapes for safeguards and health and safety issues6.

Transcripts of the r===ih of the. 75 higherwas prepared.
priority tapes as identified by ==**** were prepared, and01 contiated its reytow for wremedoing and identification of01's data base ofspeakers on these 75 tape trasseripts. The NBC staff-these 75 tapes was completed by .~ sust 1991.
review of the rematadme of the 75 tapes was completed im

The remaining 201 of the original 277 tapes wereJuly 1992.act reviewed by 01 for ws- W ing, or by the staff for
<

safeguards.

The original tepe recordings of the 76 high priority tapes7. Sowever, om

have been retained as evidense by 05.1991, at the dirootion of NBC Office of General
February 14, the unreviewed 201 original tapes were*
Counsel and staff, MIERAD W refused tmattempted to be returned to NOSSAD W .
accept these tapes without as NBC assurasse that they didSinoe this assaramme could
not contain safeguards esterial.e

not be ande, MRC retained possession of the 201 tapes.
with no NRC safeguards review, these21, 1991, At his D0h hearing isOn FebruaryS. 201 tapes were returned to MOSSADM.

March 1992, MOSt&DGE testified that MRC had assured him thatOE ERC did not give
the tapes did met contata safeguards.

ww* hem.any sock assurance to
MOSSADM, through coss:_;:i Tr to MBC from his Doh
attermer, has agais denied that the tapes alleged by EstCT,! 9.

supra, or any other tapes MOSBRDW recorded while employed
by GDC, omstain safeguards an,terial.

GDC motified the ERC that tape 944,Om November 14, 1991,
which was relemoed to them by the atteresys representingThey subsequently10.
GBC, - *=4==dsafeguards infesumatiam.inferand the unc that Tape 9153 may mise contain safeguards
material. On Nevenher 21, 1991, the NBC Bogtemal
Administrater, RIZ, requested that 01 initiate as

:

v

._ --- -- - . . -- - - -, . . -
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i
4

: investigation to determine if N083AUGE knew that he was*

!
recording safeguards information and was in unauthorized

i possession of safeguards asterial.
!

! 11. Tapes $44 and $153 were reviewed by NBC Safeguards persemaal
from NaC RIZ and NER who concluded that the tapes contatsad'

i safeguards material. This review was forwarded to osc for,

i legal analysis. 00c concluded that although not all of the
anterial identified by RII and MER as safeguards anterials

1

! was, is fact, safeguards asterial, both tapes did oestata
i seums safeguards infomenties. The 00C assaysis listed a.

i number of potential Mac violations. nousver, OSC ladiostad_ !

! that whether or met a violattom oossared weeld depend on the
|

informatism developed during am OI lavestigatten.
i
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